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Vaccination has proved a powerful defence against a range of infectious diseases of humans and animals. However, its potential to
control major epidemics of foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) in livestock is contentious. Using an individual farm-based model, we
consider either national prophylactic vaccination campaigns in advance of an outbreak, or combinations of reactive vaccination
and culling strategies during an epidemic. Consistent with standard epidemiological theory, mass prophylactic vaccination could
reduce greatly the potential for a major epidemic, while the targeting of high-risk farms increases efficiency. Given sufficient
resources and preparation, a combination of reactive vaccination and culling might control ongoing epidemics. We also explore a
reactive strategy, ‘predictive’ vaccination, which targets key spatial transmission loci and can reduce markedly the long tail that
characterizes many FMD epidemics. These analyses have broader implications for the control of human and livestock infectious
diseases in heterogeneous spatial landscapes.

The epidemic of FMD in 2001 exerted a major toll on Great Britain’s
livestock industry and highlighted a series of important questions
about the management of infectious diseases in animal popu-
lations1. Detailed records of this epidemic2 have allowed the devel-
opment of epidemiological models that capture the main features of
epidemic spread in space and time, and the impact of control
strategies3–7.

After the introduction of livestock movement restrictions on 23
February 2001, the epidemic showed intense local stochastic spread,
together with rarer long-distance jumps2,3,7. This generated a severe
initial epidemic in localized regions, followed by a long, irregular
epidemic tail. Control measures used during the 2001 FMD epi-
demic were movement restrictions, biosecurity and culling, coupled
with surveillance. Different models all indicated that prompt culling
of infected premises (IPs) and at-risk farms (dangerous contacts,
DCs, and contiguous premises, CPs) was necessary to control the
disease because of the intense local spread3,5–7. Although reactive
vaccination of livestock during the epidemic was proposed, various
biological and logistical problems confounded its likely effectiveness
(see Supplementary Information). Here, we consider the potential
impact of both reactive and prophylactic vaccination8,9 on future
FMD epidemics, in terms of expected epidemic size and duration,
for a variety of models. We concentrate on cattle vaccination, but
also compare this default with vaccinating other livestock species.
The fine spatial grain of the British data also allows us to explore two
general epidemiological questions. First, how well does the per-
formance of vaccination in this complex spatial epidemic match the
predictions of standard theory8? Second, can we use our detailed
spatial model to generate predictive vaccination strategies, which
optimize disease control by targeting key ‘nodes’ in the spatial
transmission network?

To model the dynamics of vaccination, we need to allow for the
biological limitations of current FMD vaccine formulations. Major
determinants of the effectiveness of prophylactic vaccination are
uptake (the proportion of animals vaccinated) and efficacy (the
proportion of vaccinated animals that are protected)10–12. Efficacy
(typically no more than 90–95%13) can be confounded by antigenic
variation between FMD virus strains, requiring some prior assess-
ment of which strains present the greatest threat. Reactive vaccination

evades the problem of strain uncertainty but suffers from a
significant delay (around 4 days for high-potency vaccines and 10
days for standard formulations14) before vaccinated animals are
protected7.

To focus the analysis, simulations are based on the highly
disseminated 2001 epidemic in Great Britain as a pessimistic
model; however, we interpret these results in terms of the generic
performance of future vaccination campaigns, where appropriate
stocks of highly effective vaccines and strategies for delivering them
are in place before the start of the epidemic. We address these issues
using a relatively parsimonious individual-based stochastic model
(see Methods), which accurately captures the overall spatio-
temporal pattern of the 2001 epidemic in Great Britain7 (see
Supplementary Information for a discussion of parameter sensi-
tivity and model assumptions).

Prophylactic vaccination
Figure 1 reports the impact of prophylactic vaccination under a
variety of assumptions about the use and characteristics of the
vaccine. Even with vaccination, infected and at risk farms would still
be likely to be culled15; we therefore take as our baseline model
vaccination of cattle, combined with culling of IPs and epidemio-
logically identified DCs arising from them7. The success of the
strategy is defined by the size of the epidemic as a function of the
number of farms or animals successfully vaccinated before the
outbreak starts (Fig. 1a). The simplest case is vaccination of cattle
on a given number of farms chosen at random irrespective of
location, size or other risk factors (red line). The resulting number
of cases drops relatively rapidly with the number of vaccinated
farms; vaccinating about 25,000 cattle farms reduces the size of the
epidemic to that achieved by stringent IP, DC and CP culling7

(dashed horizontal line). Vaccinating above 80,000 farms prevents
almost all major epidemics although, due to the stochasticity of the
epidemic process, a precise threshold is not determinable.

Figure 1b considers the same models as Fig. 1a, but shows the
expected duration of the epidemic. High vaccine uptake signifi-
cantly reduces the length of the outbreak by breaking chains of
transmission, thus preventing percolation of the infection. This is in
contrast with the results of non-spatial deterministic and stochastic
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models (see Supplementary Information and Box 1).
These results assume high vaccine efficacy (90%); however, as

efficacy may vary considerably, it is important to assess the impli-
cations of lower values14. The inset to Fig. 1a considers vaccine
efficacies of 90, 70 and 50%—if we express vaccine uptake in terms
of the number of animals protected rather than the number of
farms, the resulting epidemic size and duration (not shown) are
largely independent of efficacy. This result is similar to standard
theoretical predictions10,11,16; essentially, we can compensate for low
efficacy by increasing uptake and thereby maintaining the number
of animals protected. Because our model epidemics tend to last less

than 6 months, we do not model explicitly the problem of duration
of protection provided by vaccination (Supplementary Infor-
mation).

Figure 1c explores a range of other prophylactic vaccination
options and epidemiological models. First, we consider vaccination
of sheep and pigs as well as cattle; this would be more difficult in
practice but is useful to explore in terms of the impact of herd
immunity. Unsurprisingly, vaccinating all three species (dashed
line) produces smaller epidemics than vaccinating cattle only;
however, in terms of the total numbers of animals vaccinated,
concentrating on cattle alone is much more efficient. Further
simulations (see Supplementary Information) indicate that vacci-
nating sheep only is not an efficient strategy for the FMD strain
responsible for the 2001 epidemic in Great Britain, requiring
approximately three times as many animals to be vaccinated to
achieve the same effect. Sheep-only vaccination also generates a
much more variable outcome, as there remains a significant prob-
ability of major cattle epidemics (Supplementary Information).
Standard theory (Box 1) indicates that targeting of high-risk groups
can significantly increase the efficiency of vaccination8,10,17. This is
also true here: large cattle farms are particularly susceptible to FMD
infection6,7 and targeting them (see Methods) significantly decreases
the size of the epidemic for a given level of vaccine uptake. In
practice, regional targeting of control, informed by risk maps7,
would probably further improve this performance.

For all-species vaccination, a major epidemic is prevented at
around 30% vaccine uptake (40,000 farms). This equates roughly to
the results of simple deterministic models8, which predict that the
effective reproductive ratio, R, of 1.45 after movement restrictions4

would require 31% (¼1 2 1/R) protection to prevent a major
epidemic, given that basic FMD control measures are implemented
as well. Figure 2 explores this correspondence further by plotting the
standard vaccination threshold8 against results from the full simu-
lations. The analytical approximation (dashed line) captures the
basic shape of the curve calculated for the full system (red)
reasonably well; again targeting vaccination at cattle only on large
cattle farms (blue) proves more efficacious. A more detailed
comparison of epidemics generated by spatial simulations and a
simple structured model is given in Box 1. The correspondence
between these models is revealing—the deterministic approxi-
mation captures the essential shape of the spatial stochastic epi-
demic, but there is some overestimation of cases during the initial
decline of the epidemic. This discrepancy is due to the spatial
correlation of high-risk cattle farms, so that vaccination has a larger
than anticipated impact in the already infected areas. The tail of the
outbreak relies on occasional long-distance jumps to new suscep-
tible areas, and so is underestimated by the non-spatial model;
however, the overall shape of the epidemic is partly determined by
interspecies heterogeneities in transmission.

Efficient DC culling superimposed on vaccination is important in
terms of reducing the epidemic (Fig. 1c, comparison between red
and blue lines). This is similar to the general result that prompt local
detection and elimination of potential infection is a vital aspect of
disease control3,4,6,7,18. Finally, we have so far focused on the
epidemiological situation in the 2001 epidemic of Great Britain
where pigs were not heavily involved; however, this is frequently not
the case19,20. An increased level of pig transmission—reflecting the
very high levels of aerosol spread from pigs infected with certain
strains of FMD21—could result in a much larger epidemic that
requires far higher levels of vaccination to control (Supplementary
Information). This illustrates the importance of considering a range
of infection parameters and the risk of basing strategic planning on
the outcome of a single epidemic model.

Reactive vaccination
We consider three approaches to reactive vaccination. First, we
assess the feasibility of rapidly achieving herd immunity after

Figure 1 The fate of an introduction of foot-and-mouth disease (FMD) into five randomly

chosen farms in Britain after mass vaccination. Infected premises (IP) and dangerous

contact (DC) culls (averaging one DC per IP) were used to control the epidemics, and

movement restrictions were enforced two weeks after the arrival of the disease. A

comparison is made to the case where contiguous premises (CP) culling (70% of CPs are

culled) is used instead of vaccination. (All results are the average of 500 simulations, in

many of which the epidemic fails to take off.) a, Expected number of farms reporting

infection against the number of farms vaccinated. Only cattle are vaccinated and the

efficacy is assumed to be 90%. The inset figure compares three levels of efficacy for

random vaccination. b, Expected duration of the epidemic against number of farms

vaccinated. The same three vaccination strategies as in a are used, vaccinating cattle with

90% efficacy. c, Expected number of farms reporting infection when farms are vaccinated

at random. Dashed lines indicate that all animals are vaccinated against FMD, whereas

solid lines correspond to vaccinating cattle only. Red curves indicate when both IP and DC

culls are performed; blue curves are when only IP culls are used.
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detection of an outbreak—mass reactive vaccination. If this is not
possible, we explore more limited strategies of neighbourhood
vaccination: ring vaccination, where vaccination is targeted locally
in a ring around identified sources of infection22; and predictive
vaccination, where farms that are expected to contribute most to
future spatial transmission of infection are targeted.

Of the three approaches to reactive vaccination, we focus on the
most likely and most epidemiologically efficient model: mass
vaccination of cattle, coupled with IP and DC culling. After the
detection of an FMD outbreak, control is governed by two logistical
constraints: (1) the ensuing delay before vaccination can be started;
and (2) the number of animals that can be vaccinated per day (see
Supplementary Information). We assume that sufficient mobiliz-
ation of vaccine production and veterinary effort could allow
vaccination to begin within a week and reach substantial pro-
portions of Great Britain’s cattle herd within days or a few weeks
after that (see Supplementary Information). We adopt these esti-
mates as the best case and also explore a more pessimistic set of

longer pre-vaccination delays and slower subsequent vaccination
rates. Vaccination is applied nationally, but to improve efficiency
the largest cattle farms are targeted first (see Methods).

Figure 3a (solid lines) depicts the average size of the simulated
epidemic, which declines rapidly with daily vaccination rate, reach-
ing a lower plateau at a rate of around 300,000 cattle per day. This
rate corresponds to achieving the deterministic vaccination
threshold in around 25 days. The delays, which subsume the time
between detection of cases and delivery of vaccine and between
vaccination and protection, also have a significant effect on vaccine
effectiveness (Fig. 3a); increasing lags allow progressively more of
the epidemic to ‘escape’ the campaign and therefore raise the
epidemic size reached even at very high levels of vaccine uptake.
Figure 3b (solid lines) shows the corresponding impact of mass
reactive vaccination on the duration of the epidemic. Essentially,
high levels of herd immunity in cattle can prevent the long tail of the
epidemic. Note that relatively short initial delays (less than one
month) do not destroy this effect, as later levels of herd immunity

Box 1
Vaccination and control in a heterogeneous environment

Earlier work on vaccination programmes against infectious diseases of

humans usually treated populations as homogeneous, and thus

correctly estimated high levels of vaccination coverage as being

necessary for eradication in most cases. Stimulated largely by work on

HIV/AIDS, more recent work has focused on vaccination or other

preventive measures in populations with substantial heterogeneity in

exposure to, and/or transmission of, infection. One very general

conclusion emerges from these studies: if such heterogeneous

populations are incorrectly assumed to be homogeneous, then the

fraction needing vaccination to eradicate infection will be

underestimated (often severely) if we vaccinate at random. By contrast,

the eradication fraction can be reduced (often markedly) if we vaccinate

optimally, taking advantage of the heterogeneities8.

This Box sketches a simple ‘toy’ model, which gives some insight into

the situation where culling and vaccination are combined to control an

outbreak of infectious disease among livestock, in such a

heterogeneous situation.

Understanding and predicting the dynamics of FMD is complicated by

two forms of heterogeneities that have important but conflicting roles.

Spatial heterogeneity and the local nature of transmission mean that the

number of susceptibles around an infected premise is rapidly depleted.

This negative spatial correlation between infected and susceptible farms

will reduce the speed with which the epidemic spreads3,28. Farm-level

heterogeneities arise due to the differences in number and composition

of livestock. Previous analysis has indicated that large farms are both

more susceptible and more transmissive than smaller farms, and that

cattle farms are more susceptible than sheep farms7. This form of

heterogeneity can be understood using the modelling framework

developed for the heterogeneous transmission of HIV and other sexual

diseases8.

If each farm has a susceptibility j and a reproductive potential r

(transmission rate £ infectious period), then the naive homogenous

approach (equivalent to assuming that all farms are identical) would

suggest that the basic reproductive ratio and critical vaccination (VC)

level necessary for eradication are:

R1
0 ¼ krlkjl < 1:25 ! V1

C ¼ 1 2
1

krlkjl
< 20%

Here the value between angle brackets denotes the average value of

a quantity across all farms, and the approximate values come from the

estimated parameters from the 2001 epidemic in Great Britain and the

2000 farm census data, and ignore spatial heterogeneity. A more

complete analysis shows that the basic reproductive ratio is generally

larger (as susceptibility and reproductive potential are expected to be

positively correlated), and correspondingly the level of vaccination

needed is also increased,

R2
0 ¼ krjl¼ krlkjlþcovrj < 3:60 ! V2

C ¼ 1 2
1

krjl
< 72% . V1

C

where covrj is the covariance between r and j. However, this higher

vaccination threshold assumes that the vaccine is evenly distributed

across all farms irrespective of their size. A far lower eradication

threshold is achieved if vaccination is targeted; a better but not

necessarily optimal policy is to vaccinate farms of type i with

probability

V3
i ¼

1 2 1
riji

if riji . 1

0 otherwise

(
! kV3l < 18% , V1

C

This formulation works by reducing the fraction of susceptibles in

those groups that are most responsible for transmitting infection. This

structured population approach can also be extended to examine

mass vaccination in the case where the reduction in susceptible

numbers is due primarily to immunization rather than infection or

culling. The number of expected cases, l, can be approximated by

Iðtþ1Þ< IðtÞexpðktjl 2 gÞ where t is the transmission rate, j is the

susceptibility, g is the slaughter rate of infected livestock, and all three

parameters vary to mimic the slaughtering and vaccination policy. The

graph below shows the results of 100 stochastic simulations of the full

spatial model, with IP culls and mass vaccination (at 300,000 cattle

per day), together with the results of the simple model, which has

been parameterized to capture the vaccination of largest cattle farms

first (see Supplementary Information). These very different models

show a considerable degree of correspondence, although this is far

from complete.
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are key to preventing the tail. Thus, taking into account caveats
about FMD strain variation as well as the need for effective vaccines7

and the logistics to deliver them (Supplementary Information),
prompt mass reactive vaccination of cattle on a large scale could
significantly reduce the size and duration of future, disseminated
FMD epidemics in Great Britain.

The results discussed above assume effective DC and IP culling in
addition to vaccination. The dashed lines in Fig. 3 give the
equivalent results assuming no DC culling—this leads to a signifi-
cantly larger and longer epidemic. There are two components to this
effect. First, the initial spread of infection before the start of
vaccination is greater if DCs are not culled; second, DC culling is
important for reducing R in the unvaccinated sheep population, as
well as in unprotected cattle. The latter effect depends on the exact
value of R in sheep (and any decisions about sheep vaccination);
however, these results underline the importance of effective identi-
fication and removal of high-risk premises.

For the neighbourhood vaccination approach, we first consider
ring vaccination22 of cattle, again assuming 90% efficacy (see
Methods). Figure 4a shows epidemic size as a function of the
number of vaccinated farms, which itself varies with the size of
the vaccinated ring. Ring vaccination generates some benefit, but
even 10-km rings only reduce the epidemic size by around 20%.
This lack of effectiveness occurs for the following reasons. First, the
delay from infection to reporting and from vaccination to protec-
tion means that many local cases arise before vaccination has any
effect. Second, the localized nature of ‘IP-centred’ ring vaccination
means that neighbouring uninfected areas retain high levels of
susceptibility, which can generate new epidemics by means of
long-range ‘sparks’ of infection. Ring vaccination is also much
less efficacious if combined with CP culling (red), because the latter
removes potentially infected and at-risk premises much more
rapidly than local vaccination. Further results (see Supplementary
Information) indicate that ring vaccination has relatively little effect
on the epidemic tail—again, because it leaves susceptible areas
where the infection can percolate.

The final approach of reactive vaccination that we consider is
predictive vaccination. Limited ring vaccination does not have a
strong effect on either the main body or the tail of the epidemic.
Only prompt culling or mass vaccination can ‘get ahead’ of the main
outbreak; however, if the latter strategies were difficult to
implement, a shortening of the epidemic tail (with concomitant
economic benefits) could in principle be achieved using a ‘smarter’
predictive vaccination strategy which targets high risk premises.

We demonstrate this potential with the following strategy (see

Methods and Box 2). Consider a central ‘source’ farm in which
infection has just been detected (Box 2). We use a subsidiary model
to predict the probability that a given farm will be infected from this
source in the next disease generation and, on the basis of this, the
probability of ‘second generation’ infection on each farm. As
vaccination takes roughly a disease generation to become effective,
first generation farms are not the optimal target as they are already
likely to be infected. Instead we should focus control in this
predictive horizon on those farms most at risk in the second
generation. Beginning vaccination 26 days after the detection of
FMD, the predictive strategy gives relatively little benefit in terms of
the overall epidemic size compared with ring vaccination (Fig. 4b);
however, the duration of the epidemic can be significantly shor-
tened by the predictive strategy, whereas ring vaccination has much
less effect (Fig. 4c). This is further demonstrated in Fig. 5a, where
expected epidemic curves show that predictive vaccination of just
100 farms per day significantly truncates the epidemic, whereas the
addition of CP culling lowers the total epidemic size. Figure 5b
shows that if predictive vaccination were applied earlier (8 days after
detection) then it also has the potential to significantly lower the
deterministic component of the epidemic, whereas even late uptake
of vaccination (40 days after detection) can still reduce the duration
of the tail. Note that even stringent DC and CP culling cannot
achieve this truncation of the outbreak7.

Figure 2 Comparison between simulation (red and blue lines) and standard theory

(dashed line) for the critical level of vaccination needed to prevent an epidemic as the

basic reproductive ratio, R 0, varies. Initial conditions are as in Fig. 1. The simulation lines

show the level of vaccination needed such that, once movement restrictions are enforced,

the average rate of change in the number of cases is zero and hence R ¼ 1. Different

values of R 0 are modelled by changing all the species-specific transmission rates.

Figure 3 Graph to show how an epidemic can be controlled by the rapid vaccination of

cattle during the early stages, using the 2001 epidemic of Great Britain as a template.

Throughout, vaccination is of cattle only and assumed to be at 90% efficacy—initially

large cattle farms are targeted, as these are most at risk. a, Expected number of farms

reporting infection against the number of cattle vaccinated per day (bottom axis) or the

corresponding time to achieve the disease eradication threshold of around 5.5 million

cattle (top axis). Solid lines show the result when IP and DC controls are used; dashed lines

show the result when only IP culling is performed. The horizontal line gives the expected

number of cases if CP culling is also used but no vaccination is performed. Three different

patterns are simulated corresponding to different delays between the detection of the

disease and the start of protection by vaccination. b, The expected duration of the

epidemic for the six patterns investigated in a.
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Discussion
Our central findings concerning levels of herd immunity and the
potential impact of predictive vaccination seem robust to key model
assumptions and the limitations of the input data (see Supplemen-
tary Information). However, as outlined below (and discussed in the
Supplementary Information), these conclusions must confront
additional caveats before they can inform policy. Key areas for
discussion are: (1) trade issues and cooperation from livestock
owners; (2) the practical consequences of vaccination for clinical
surveillance, follow-up vaccination to protect newborn animals,
vaccination of sheep or pigs in addition to cattle, and the control
implications of seasonality in livestock husbandry; and (3) the key
issue of understanding the spatial spread of infection (which will
vary both with the pathogen strain, its host specificity, farming

practices and the spatial distribution and movement of livestock).
The prophylactic vaccination results mirror a basic epidemiolo-

gical tenet8—raising regional herd immunity sufficiently to reduce
the effective reproductive ratio, R, below unity will protect from
major epidemics of FMD. Given the observed reproductive ratio of
the disease after the imposition of movement restrictions in Great
Britain in 2001, immunization of more than 30% of farms would
achieve this effect; moreover, targeted vaccination of at-risk groups,
such as large cattle farms, could be more effective per immuniza-
tion. We stress, however, that the prophylactic herd immunity result
does not take account of the problem of strain variation in FMD.

Mass reactive vaccination once FMD has been detected and the
strain identified could also be effective. Such control would require a
rapid and high uptake of vaccination, necessitating cooperation
from farmers, and considerable logistical effort and preparation (see
Supplementary Information). However it also depends on four
other factors. First, a movement ban needs to be instigated
promptly, to minimise dissemination of the infection and reduce
its reproductive ratio23. Second, effective detection and removal of
livestock on at-risk premises is an important adjunct to vaccination.
Third, the birth of large numbers of cattle and sheep at particular
times of the year may mean that supplementary vaccination
campaigns become necessary. Last, more transmissible strains of
FMD virus would require a much greater effort.

The main problem for reactive vaccination is the delay before
protection14,22. This particularly affects limited ring vaccination,
where the infection spreads to local premises before the vaccination
can protect them, allowing ‘escape’ from the edge of the ring.
Predictive vaccination is the most efficient limited reactive strategy;

Figure 4 Results from predictive vaccination in comparison to ring vaccination and other

control measures. Initial conditions come from the 2001 epidemic in Great Britain, and in

general vaccination begins 26 days after disease detection (equivalent to 18 March in the

2001 epidemic). Two different culling policies are considered, either culling DCs and CPs

at the observed temporally varying levels7, or culling DCs only where the culling level

rapidly rises to one DC per IP. a, The expected number of farms reporting infection against

the total number of farms vaccinated during the epidemic. All non-culled farms within a

fixed radius of the IP are vaccinated. Radii of 1.5, 3, 5 and 10 km are indicated. b, As for a,

but with the results for predictive vaccination superimposed. Each day a fixed number of

the most at-risk farms are vaccinated; vaccinating levels of 50, 100 and 500 per day are

indicated. c, Comparison between ring and predictive vaccination in terms of the average

duration of the epidemic.

Box 2
Predictive vaccination

Schematic diagrams showing the probability of being infected in each

generation. In generation 0 the central farm is infected (it is an IP),

whereas the surrounding farms are assumed susceptible. At the end of

generation 1, the animals in the IP show signs and the farm reports

infection—at this stage vaccination should occur. In generation 1, farms

are infected in relation to their distance from the IP. The two farms that

are closest have very high probabilities of already being infected, and

therefore are unlikely to be infected in the next generation. It is the cluster

of farms (circled blue) that have the greatest chance of being infected in

generation 2 because: there is a 99% chance that at least one of them is

still susceptible in generation 1; they can get infected in generation 2

from farms close to the original IP; and there is a 49% chance that at least

one of them got infected in generation 1, subsequent spread to the

remainder in generation 2 is then likely. Therefore, in response to the IP,

the circled cluster of farms should be vaccinated with the highest priority

as here the vaccine has the maximal effect—vaccinating the nearest

farms would be futile as they will already be infected before the vaccine

takes effect.

The efficacy of predictive vaccination depends on how reliably risk

factors for infection and transmission can be identified. Here we have

assumed complete knowledge of those risk factors (although the actual

outcome is still stochastic in nature). The effectiveness of the strategy will

be less if risk factors are less well known.
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it is essentially an extension of the targeting of at-risk farms with
spatial clustering of susceptible farms and the location of infection
added as risk factors (Box 2). The method works by blocking
transmission to high-risk second-generation nodes in the farm
network, potentially reducing the tail of simulated outbreaks by
many months. This strategy needs greater epidemiological input
before it could be applied: first, to refine our appreciation of risk
factors for infection; second, although the method essentially
identifies the most at-risk farms, this information then needs to
be combined with local expertise to direct the distribution of
vaccination.

The optimal strategy depends critically on the initial dissemina-
tion of the epidemic. Our analysis is based on the relatively
pessimistic (and therefore conservative) model of a highly dissemi-
nated epidemic; consequently, we predict that a widespread mass
vaccination campaign would be necessary to prevent a major
epidemic. Clearly, a single point source epidemic might permit a
more limited regional response by ring vaccination; however, our
results stress the importance of increasing herd immunity over a
relatively wide area to inhibit stochastic jumps of infection for a
given spatial transmission kernel.

More broadly, our results probe the robustness of simple math-
ematical models for eradication of disease by mass regional or
national vaccination campaigns8. Efficient mass vaccination effec-
tively damps down the spread of infection at all scales; we show that,
even in a complex spatial landscape, this effect can be approximated
by standard ‘mass action’ models. However, this correspondence
only applies to the threshold for eradication of infection by
vaccination: lower levels of vaccination can generate complex,
nonlinear, spatio-temporal disease dynamics. The pattern here is
provided by endemic childhood infections, such as measles and

pertussis8, where the interaction between vaccination, epidemic
dynamics, seasonal forcing and metapopulation structure can gen-
erate a range of subtle dynamical effects24–26.

Turning to local control, this is the first exploration, to our
knowledge, of predictive vaccination for optimal control of an
infection in a complex spatial landscape. Moreover, our conclusions
contradict those obtained using much simpler models for ring
vaccination27. The approach will repay further analytical work to
optimise control for a given transmission kernel shape and spatial
distribution of hosts—a particularly interesting question here is
how to optimally reduce the ‘small world’ nature of rare long-range
dispersal, which can spark off damaging new local outbreaks during
the tail of the epidemic. The spatial focusing of vaccination effort
also mirrors, in a more quantitative context, empirical strategies for
identifying at-risk individuals in human vaccination campaigns8.

There is considerable scope for the development of predictive
strategies in the control of emergent human and animal infections.
We stress that a prerequisite for success is collaboration between
empirical and theoretical researchers and field epidemiologists to
have suitable models and relevant databases in place as much as
possible before disease outbreaks begin. A

Methods
The basic model
The model used throughout this paper is a spatial stochastic simulation, where the
infectious state of every livestock farm in Britain is predicted on a daily basis. The rate, r, at
which farm i (which is currently susceptible) is infected is given by,

Ri ¼
L[livestock

X
SLN i

L £
j[infectious

X
L[livestock

X
TLN

j
L £ KðdijÞ

where N i
L is the number of livestock of type L within farm i; SL is the susceptibility of

livestock L; TL is the transmission rate of livestock L; d ij is the distance between farms i and
j; and K is the transmission kernel. Once infected, farms are assumed to remain in an
exposed (but not infectious) state for 4 days, after which they become infectious and can
transmit the virus to other farms. Nine days after infection, after the appearance of clinical
signs, the presence of the disease is reported; after a further delay of between 1 and 3 days
(depending of the stage of the epidemic) the animals on the infected farm are slaughtered
and the appropriate neighbourhood cull is performed (see Supplementary Information).
It was estimated that around 40% of dangerous contacts were infected. More details of the
parameter estimation and model validation can be found elsewhere7.

Prophylactic vaccination
Prophylactic vaccination is implemented by reducing the number of livestock in those
farms vaccinated. In the simplest model, farms are selected at random for vaccination and
the outcome is determined independently for each animal. As such the number of
susceptible animals remaining in a farm after vaccination is given by a binomial
distribution. When vaccinating cattle only, those farms without cattle are ignored. A
targeted model is also simulated, where the cattle on those farms with the most cattle are
vaccinated first.

Simulations are started with the infection of five randomly chosen farms; often these
farms may be quite small and in isolated areas so that the disease dies out. The infection is
allowed to spread unchecked for two weeks, after which time movement controls and
culling measures are implemented.

In addition to vaccination, all models assume that IPs are culled within 24 h. In most of
the simulations culling of DCs is also performed, this is assumed to occur 2 days after
reporting, and within one month asymptotes to a ratio of one DC culled per IP. Finally, all
simulations are compared to the situation where vaccination is not implemented, but CP
culling is; the level of CP culling mimics that achieved during the 2001 epidemic in Great
Britain.

Reactive vaccination
Reactive vaccination is implemented using the 2001 epidemic in Great Britain as a
template. All simulations start 3 days after the detection of the disease (equivalent to the 23
February in the 2001 epidemic, when movement restrictions were enforced), and use the
estimated distribution of infection at this time as initial conditions23. The timing and level
of culls also follows the 2001 pattern. Vaccination is applied to cattle only and is
optimistically assumed to offer protection after 4 days; those farms infected before
protection is complete were assumed to progress through the normal sequence of
infection. Mass vaccination is begun between 1 week and 17 days after the detection of
cases. Limited vaccination is generally assumed to start 26 days after detection (equivalent
to 18 March in the 2001 epidemic, when it was realized that stronger control measures
were needed), and occurs in response to an infected premise 2 days after it is reported.

For the ring vaccination approach, all those farms within a fixed distance of an infected
premise will be vaccinated. Note that owing to the nature of the census data this is taken as
the distance between farmhouses, rather than the distance between livestock holdings.
Vaccinating within the ring was assumed to occur 2 days after the triggering IP is reported,
with the entire ring being vaccinated within 24 h (although a further 4 days is needed

Figure 5 Effects of predictive vaccination on the average epidemic profile, using the same

initial conditions as in Fig. 4. a, Comparison between culling DCs only, culling DCs and

CPs, and culling DCs and CPs in addition to predictive vaccination at a rate of 100 farms

per day. Solid lines show the average number of daily cases, with two standard deviations

indicated. The inset shows the period around the start of the epidemic tail in greater detail.

b, The effect of starting predictive vaccination at different dates. The usual start date of 26

days after detection is shown in green, and this is compared to an earlier start of day 8

(red) and a later start of day 40 (blue).
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before protection is achieved); this is clearly an optimistic assumption and will depend on
local logistical constraints.

For the predictive vaccination approach, a fixed number of farms are vaccinated each
day, these are chosen to minimise the number of subsequent cases. Using the farms
reporting infection so far, we can approximate the infectious state of the system 9 days ago.
This is only an approximation, as those farms that are infected but culled before clinical
signs arise are not recognized as potential sources of infection. Each week, multiple
simulations of a subsidiary model use the reported cases so far to calculate the probability
that each susceptible farm becomes infected between 6 and 13 days time. Those farms
infected within 6 days would not be protected by vaccination, whereas those farms infected
after 13 days could be protected by next week’s vaccination. Therefore the prediction
procedure requires multiple replicates of a 22-day (9 plus 13) period to determine the
infection probability. The farms are then ranked according to the expected decrease in
transmission that would be caused by vaccination of their cattle herds.
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